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nqDoc is a flexible Document Processor. Setup your document following the WYSIWYM (What You See Is What You Mean) concept and deploy it using a format of your choice. By default DocBook, PDF, HTML and ASCII are supported. A single XML data source is used for all output requirements. nqDoc is also a flexible XML Document Authoring Tool. The text
is marked up using XHTML tags. You may provide a variety of text styles using XSL transformations. This helps in producing well-formed documents. Advanced Tagging allows you to apply styles to a single document element. A simple but powerful XML template language allows you to customize the way you are generating output for each language. Automatic
output-dateing is used for dynamic documents. You may output the documents in a single language or in a number of different languages. You may add all languages for which you want to create an interface using Language Packs. You may also make use of external language tools to convert your source documents into the language in which you want to publish the
document. Using the XML Schema-based data model nqDoc is capable of running your entire document generation process in a modular manner. Instead of writing a huge piece of code to perform all these tasks by yourself, you can separate the concerns and write a module for each task you need to perform. For example, you may write a module to resolve language
dependent markup into the base language, a module to resolve language dependent text styles into the base language, a module to resolve the output dates into the base language, a module to resolve the data types used into the base language, a module to resolve the special characters used into the base language, and so on. These modules may be reused in any number of
other tasks. You can plug these modules into the overall structure of nqDoc and set it up as per your needs. You may use a basic or advanced structure for configuring your modules. When you use a basic configuration structure you can modify the XML documents directly as you wish. When you use an advanced configuration structure you can modify the XML
documents from your editor and supply some values in an XML file. Using a plug-in architecture for configuring your modules you may enhance nqDoc as per your needs. The nqDoc Editor is a part of the nqDoc Framework. nqDoc provides a number of services and APIs. nqDoc Editor is not limited by any limits of the framework. nqDoc provides tools for XML
Language based web publishing
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The editor contains a set of standard macro commands that can be used to implement special functions in your document. You can modify, configure or even create your own macro commands. You can implement functionality like: Document Generation - Translate a text document into multiple languages - Create a PDF and/or a HTML document for each language Use of our xml2TeX exporter to prepare your document for a local PDF creation - Use of our xml2TEX and xml2HTML exporters to prepare your document for a local HTML or PDF creation - Use of our XML2WORD exporter to prepare your document for a local word export - Use of our xml2TEXT exporter to create a plain text document for local processing Use of our xml2DOCBOOK exporter to create an automatically formatable DocBook XML document - Use of our xml2DOCBOOK exporter to create a formatable DocBook XML document with enhanced support for tables - Use of our xml2DOCBOOK exporter to create a formatable DocBook XML document with enhanced support for tables and figures Output
Quality - Text Cleanup: remove formatting, noise, and special characters - Text Re-Scaling: rescale font sizes to fit the current output resolution - Text Trimming: trim a character to a certain length - Text Merging: combine multiple text strings into one - Text Removal: strip character strings from a document - Text Merging: combine multiple text strings into one - Text
Replacement: replace text - Text Wrapping: wrap text to the next line - Text wrapping: wrap text to the next line - Text Justification: justify text to the next line - Text Justification: justify text to the next line Language Features - Multiple content languages: insert the main document into a non-English document - Multiple content languages: insert the main document
into a non-English document - Text extraction: extract strings from your document into a separate file - Text extraction: extract strings from your document into a separate file Language Pack Features - Add custom formatted text to your document. The format is defined by an XML format file. - Add custom formatted text to your document. The format is defined by an
XML format file. - Add custom formatted text to your document. The format is defined by an XML format file. - Add custom formatted text to your document. The format is defined by an XML format file. User Interface 1d6a3396d6
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nqDoc is a free tool for creating, maintaining, and managing documentation in multiple languages and formats. It supports the creation of documentation in multiple XML formats like DocBook, RTF, and HTML. nqDoc uses the concept of document processing for automatic conversion of your documentation from a single source to a number of formats. You can use
the templates included with nqDoc to quickly generate structured documentation in PDF, DocBook, or HTML. nqDoc is easy to use, and is a great solution for organizations looking to collaborate and manage documentation in multiple formats in a simple and efficient way. nqDoc Features: ✓ Formats: DocBook, PDF, HTML, RTF, XML ✓ Language Support: English,
German, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Arabic, Greek, French ✓ Export: HTML, RTF, XML ✓ Language Packs: English, German, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Arabic, Greek, French ✓ 1 to many: nqDoc documents can be composed of several fragments ✓ Text Replacement: You can replace text in a document using regular expressions, you can search,
replace, delete text, and duplicate text ✓ Multiple Document Support: You can compose documents using a number of nqDoc Documents, all of which support a given format ✓ Re-formatting: You can re-format documents using nqDoc templates ✓ Language Support: Simplified Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, German, Spanish, Japanese,
Russian, Arabic, Greek, French ✓ Easy to use: nqDoc is easy to use, with simple document management and formatting capabilities. ✓ Easy to publish: nqDoc supports the integration of nqDoc Documents in other tools for publishing. ✓ Extensible: nqDoc has extensive APIs to support third-party tools and conversion to multiple formats. ✓ Seamless authoring: nqDoc
seamlessly integrates a document processing framework with a rich set of customization and formatting features. ✓ Embeddable: nqDoc is an independent XML processor. No special APIs are required to integrate nqDoc Documents in your own applications. How to use nqDoc: • Start the nqDoc Editor by running the setup.exe file. • The Setup Wizard starts and lets
you select the language you want to use. • Click Next, Next and Finish. • nqDoc opens

What's New in the NqDoc?
The nqDoc Editor is a flexible and easy-to-use documentation tool. It combines document processing and XML-based structured authoring with template based publishing to help you create documentation in multiple languages and formats. Use this software when you want to seamlessly integrate existing documentation fragments into your new projects. Due to its
extension points for exporters, importers, resolvers and language packs the editor is easily extendable to fit your special requirements. The nqDoc Editor is a Document Processor. Setup your document following the WYSIWYM (What You See Is What You Mean) concept and deploy it using a format of your choice. By default DocBook, PDF, HTML and ASCII are
supported. A single XML data source is used for all output requirements. The nqDoc Editor is a Document Processor. Setup your document following the WYSIWYM (What You See Is What You Mean) concept and deploy it using a format of your choice. By default DocBook, PDF, HTML and ASCII are supported. A single XML data source is used for all output
requirements. Contents The nqDoc Editor is a flexible and easy-to-use documentation tool. It combines document processing and XML-based structured authoring with template based publishing to help you create documentation in multiple languages and formats. Use this software when you want to seamlessly integrate existing documentation fragments into your new
projects. Due to its extension points for exporters, importers, resolvers and language packs the editor is easily extendable to fit your special requirements. The nqDoc Editor is a Document Processor. Setup your document following the WYSIWYM (What You See Is What You Mean) concept and deploy it using a format of your choice. By default DocBook, PDF,
HTML and ASCII are supported. A single XML data source is used for all output requirements. The nqDoc Editor is a Document Processor. Setup your document following the WYSIWYM (What You See Is What You Mean) concept and deploy it using a format of your choice. By default DocBook, PDF, HTML and ASCII are supported. A single XML data source is
used for all output requirements. Document Processor The nqDoc Editor is a flexible and easy-to-use documentation tool. It combines document processing and XML-based structured authoring with template based publishing to help you create documentation in multiple languages and formats. Use this software when you want to seamlessly integrate existing
documentation fragments into your new projects. Due to its extension points for exporters, importers, resolvers and language packs the editor is easily extendable to fit your special requirements. The nqDoc Editor is a Document Processor. Setup your document following the WYSIWYM (What You See Is What You Mean) concept and deploy it using a format of your
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